
CAN THE WALL HEAT?
Discover a new quality of concealed heating



Modernity

Heat of the future
3THERMO is a completely new standard in heating 
our homes. A concealed heater provides enormous 
possibilities as far as interior arrangement is 
concerned as it is fully concealed under a one-
centimetre thick layer of plaster. This is the best 
form for implementing more and more popular 
wall heating. Convenient control and the highest 
heating comfort obtained from a completely 
invisible system. The 3THERMO heater balances 
heat losses where they occur, i.e. in the external 
wall. 

Change your house into a modern regulated 
system of thermal barriers, choose the heat of the 
future, choose 3THERMO.

3THERMO is an innovative heating system
that changes an ordinary wall into an active

thermal barrier



Visible savings on 
invisible heaters
Energy-saving concealed 3THERMO heaters 
mean less energy for heating with higher thermal 
comfort. As a low-temperature system, 3THERMO 
is characterised by a low level of energy losses 
by economical and unforced redistribution of 
heat. Combined with a heat pump, it is the most 
environmentally-friendly and economical form 
of household heating. 3THERMO means shorter 
installation times and 5 times less water
in the central heating system. 

The 3THERMO system is both a heater
and a heat accumulator in one device,

resulting in no heat losses
which has been generated

Savings

Choose ecological and modern solutions of Polish 
engineers, reduce energy consumption by as much 
as 40% and do not let your money escape through 
the chimney.   



Health
3THERMO is a pleasant warm wall with higher 

heat insulation without any tendencies
to moisture, mould or fungus formation

Technology that works
like nature
Imagine a house with a perfect microclimate,
where the air is never overheated or dry,
the temperature is always even and the humidity is 
right, also there is no dust or allergens. 3THERMO 
is the most hygienic heater, which does not require 
cleaning or bleeding, perfect for allergy sufferers 
and ... for everybody. Move forward with cost saving 
and health conscious  technology, protect your 
house and family with a thermal barrier. 

Today, you can have your private sun in your wall, 
the technology of tomorrow and enjoy natural 
warmth of infra-red radiation.



No water in the 
concealed part

1700 mm

476 mm

600 mm

8,5 mm

100 % safe

Water connection
12x2 

Anti-leak technology

Concealed heater

www.3thermo.com


